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Abstract

We introduce a method for generating vocab-001
ulary questions on reading comprehension of002
a given English article. In our approach, the003
method involves selecting target words in the004
given English article, finding synonyms as an-005
swer keys, and generating seemingly reason-006
able words in context as distractors. At run-007
time, some target words in the inputted article008
will be identified as questions, and automati-009
cally generating one answer key and three dis-010
tractors. We present a AQG (automatic ques-011
tion generation) system, JEFF, that applies the012
method to generate questions automatically.013
Evaluation on a set of questions generated by014
JEFF shows that the method is close to the015
human-designed ones.016

1 Introduction017

Many reading comprehension vocabulary tests (e.g.018

The atmosphere on Mars was thicker and liquid wa-019

ter widespread. Question: The word atmosphere020

here is A. ice B. air C. soil D. crust) are widely021

used in text books and standardized tests. For ex-022

ample, Vocabulary Workshop1 used this kind of023

practice to familiarize English learners with the024

meaning of target words, while TOEFL 2 used to025

assess language learners’ proficiency in English.026

In this paper, we generate the vocabulary type027

test questions of reading comprehension.3 This028

type of question is a four-choice multiple choice029

question. It have three main elements, which are030

target words, answer keys and distractors. Target031

words are the words in the article which is very032

1It was published by William H. Sadlier. See https:
//www.sadlier.com/

2Test Of English as a Foreign Language, http://www.
ets.org/toefl/

3According to The Official Guide to the TOEFL Test
(https://www.ets.org/toefl/test-takers/
ibt/prepare/guides-books/), the vocabulary type
test questions of reading comprehension account for 25%-50%
of TOEFL reading test, which is the highest proportion
question type in the TOEFL reading test.

difficult to test takers, so test takers don’t know 033

their meanings and only can conjecture them by 034

contexts. Answer keys are the words have the same 035

meaning as corresponding target words, which are 036

correct answers of the questions. As for distractors, 037

they should be the wrong options and the main ob- 038

ject of distractors is attracting test takers to choose 039

them but they can’t be possible to be answer keys. 040

Vocabulary test items of reading comprehension 041

such as Vocabulary Workshop and TOEFL are typ- 042

ically manually designed. However, it is almost 043

impossible to generate suitable hand-crafting test 044

items on demand for user-selected online reading 045

materials. Such test items could be generated auto- 046

matically and on the fly if we generate paraphrases 047

of the target word (e.g., atmosphere) in the stem 048

sentence and use these paraphrases as an answer 049

key (e.g., air) and distractors (e.g., ice, soil, and 050

crust). 051

Consider the sentence “The atmosphere on Mars 052

was thicker and liquid water widespread.” of a 053

given article. The best target word for this sen- 054

tence is probably not “water” for B2 level learners, 055

but rather “atmosphere” or “widespread”. A good 056

answer key might be “air” with the similar meaning 057

to “atmosphere”. Proper distractors might be “ice”, 058

“soil” or “crust”, because they are reasonable in 059

phrasal context, but impossible in sentential con- 060

text. Intuitively, by paraphrasing the target word in 061

sentential and phrasal contexts, these answer key 062

and distractors the can be retrieved. 063

We present a new system, JEFF, that automati- 064

cally generates items of vocabulary tests on read- 065

ing comprehension. An example JEFF generates a 066

test item is shown in Figure 1. JEFF has found a 067

target word (e.g., atmosphere) as questions and de- 068

termined an answer key and three distrators. JEFF 069

generates these options automatically by using a 070

pre-trained language model with contexts of vari- 071

ous width to predict replacements. We describe the 072

JEFF question-generating process in more detail in 073
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Running Water on Mars?
Photographic evidence suggests that liquid
water once existed on the surface of Mars.
Two types of flow features are seen: runoff
channels and outflow channels. Geologists
think that they are dried-up beds of long-gone
rivers. Runoff channels on Mars speak
of a time 4 billion years ago, when the
atmosphere on Mars was thicker and liquid
water widespread.

Question
The word atmosphere in the passage is
closest in meaning to

A. ice
B. air
C. soil
D. crust

Figure 1: A sample question generated by JEFF.

Section 3.074

At run-time, JEFF starts with an English article075

and the level4 of the test taker submitted by the user,076

and selects proper target words, and then generates077

answer keys and distractors for each target word.078

In our prototype, JEFF returns the questions to the079

user directly (see Figure 1), alternatively the test080

items can be presented to a teacher for making081

exam papers by identifying ideal ones.082

The rest of the article is organized as follows.083

We review the related work in the next section.084

Then, we present our method for automatically085

finding proper target words and corresponding an-086

swer keys and distractors(Section 3). As part of our087

evaluation, we use indicators, including discrim-088

ination and redability, which are usually used in089

the tests evaluation(Section 4). We obtained aston-090

ishing result(Section 5), which shows the machine-091

generating questions almost meet the standard of092

ideal tests.093

2 Related Work094

Automatic question generation (AQG) has been an095

area of active research. Recently, the state-of-the-096

art in AQG research has been represented in Ch and097

Saha (2018) and Kurdi et al. (2020), which involves098

4In our system, we use Common European Framework
of Reference(CEFR) level (https://www.eur.nl/
en/education/language-training-centre/
cefr-levels) as input.

AGQ papers for educational purposes. In our work 099

we address an aspect of multiple choice question 100

generation, that was direct focus of some papers 101

reviewed by Kurdi et al. (2020). We also consider 102

levels of test takers, which tend to be different 103

for test takers, and teachers might be interested in 104

tailored levels of the test to the students. 105

More specifically, we focus on automatically 106

generating multiple choice question, namely, decid- 107

ing target words of a given article and generating 108

answer keys and distractors. Generating distrac- 109

tors has long been an active topic of AQG research. 110

An interesting approach presented by Goto et al. 111

(2010) describes how to generate distractors by in- 112

vestigating existing human-designed tests. In gen- 113

eral, this system generated distractors which is sim- 114

ilar to existing tests based on the question patterns. 115

For example, pattern “Interrogative” may generate 116

“which”, “what”, “who”, “when”, or “where” as 117

distrators. In contrast, we will show how to gener- 118

ate distractors not based on existing tests because 119

some patterns like vocabulary will have many pos- 120

sibilities, and there will be few existing tests for 121

most of vocabularies. 122

Most of the automatic vocabulary question gen- 123

eration systems are choosing distractors by exist- 124

ing database or dictionaries [Sumita et al. (2005)]. 125

Similarly, Wita et al. (2018) describes a method for 126

utilizing Japanese WordNet to generate distractors. 127

This approach is not optimal because distractors 128

generated by this method doesn’t refer to the con- 129

texts of the target words and this method doesn’t 130

consider levels of vocabularies. However, the user 131

(e.g., the teacher) is actually looking for distractors 132

which almost make sense with the context. Gen- 133

erating context-related distractors is particularly 134

important when making test takers hard to choose 135

the answer key and help them force them to realize 136

the given article. 137

Some of the traditional AQG systems have be- 138

gun to generate distractors by large corpora. Brown 139

et al. (2005) describes a system that generates dis- 140

tractors by pre-processing BNC5. The table used 141

for generating distractors is built counting the fre- 142

quencies of all words, because Coniam (1997) say 143

distractors with similar frequency to the answer key 144

are ideal. Additionally, the Liu et al. (2005) gen- 145

erated distractors based on the frequency and the 146

collocation. However, this approach has not been 147

5British National Corpus, which is a 100-million-word text
corpus of samples of written and spoken English
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shown to significantly make test takers confused if148

they don’t understand the given article enough.149

Recent work has been done on using word em-150

bedding with the goal of selecting distractors simi-151

lar to the target word. For example, an embedding-152

based approach is described in Jiang and Lee153

(2017). Aldabe and Maritxalar (2010) show how154

to use a method almost identical to word embed-155

ding to create distrators in Basque. These methods156

considering meanings of words have a great break-157

through on generating distractors. However, it’s158

hard to define how close a relationship is an appro-159

priate distractor. If the meaning of the distractor is160

too similar to the target word, there will be more161

than two answer keys.162

Recently, Sakaguchi et al. (2013) independently163

presented a method for producing distractors based164

on the context of the target word. This work took165

four words beside the target word as features. In166

contrast to our work, the length of the context this167

work reflecting on is too short.168

In a study more closely related to our work, Su-169

santi et al. (2015) generated vocabulary questions170

of reading comprehension but rather cloze tests.171

The main difference from cloze tests is that the172

cloze tests utilizing the target word as answer key.173

Hence, cloze tests are unnecessary to produce an174

extra answer key. In contrast, vocabulary ques-175

tions of reading comprehension need to generate176

an answer key whose meaning is the same as the177

target word. However, Susanti et al. (2015) still178

used WordNet to find answer keys by looking up179

synonyms and distractors by words with the same180

hypernym. Again, this method didn’t consider the181

context.182

In contrast to the previous research in generat-183

ing distractors, we present a system that generates184

distractors related to the large scope of the context.185

In addition, we have one more step to generate test186

items. We need to produce an answer key. We187

exploit the power of deep learning by paraphrasing188

the target word of the given article.189

3 THE JEFF system190

Manually generating test items (e.g., The test items191

for The atmosphere on Mars was thicker and liq-192

uid water widespread.) for the user-selected ma-193

terials is almost impossible. Human-designed test194

items for one user is uneconomic. To generate test195

items for the user-selected materials, a promising196

approach is to automatically generate test items.197

3.1 Selecting Target Words 198

In the first stage, we select a set of words in the 199

given article. These words are functioned as target 200

words which will be shown in the questions (e.g., 201

In “The word atmosphere in the passage is closest 202

in meaning to”, “atmosphere” is the target word). 203

One target word will generate one test item later. 204

The input of this stage is an arbitrary article and 205

the target word level6 inputted by the user, and the 206

output of this stage is a set of target words. 207

The method for selecting target words is based 208

on the level. That significantly influences the dif- 209

ficulty of test items. Hence, we consider the level 210

of test takers to select target words. We utilize the 211

Oxford 3000 and the Oxford 50007 to pick the ideal 212

target words. The level of the selected target words 213

should be higher than the level of test takers. Then, 214

they can’t directly realize the meaning of the target 215

words, but rather they will conjecture them by the 216

context. Additionally, based on the analysis of the 217

The Official Guide to the TOEFL Test8, we only 218

found noun, verb, adjective and adverb words as 219

the target words. Consequently, we follow this rule 220

and only take words of these four classifications as 221

the target words. We combine the two conditions 222

(i.e., the level and the POS) to select the target 223

words meeting conditions. 224

3.2 Paraphrasing Target Words 225

In the second stage, we find some words as the 226

replacement of the target word to paraphrase the 227

given article. These words also or almost make 228

sense in their context. Then, they will be taken as 229

answer keys or distractors (Section 3.3). 230

For this stage, we use a robust language model 231

(i.e., Devlin et al. (2018)) considering the context 232

to paraphrase the article. The input of this stage 233

is a set of target words, which is selected from the 234

last stage, and we use this language model with the 235

context of different widths to get the replacement 236

of these target words. These replacements will be 237

the output of this stage. 238

We address this problem by using a simple 239

heuristic that worked well in our experiments. In 240

6Users can choose A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, or FL. They
can choose one or more of them.

7They were presented by oxford dictionary (
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.
com/about/wordlists/oxford3000-5000). They
classified most vocabularies into six levels, and we add one to
put words which is not in these six levels.

8https://www.ets.org/toefl/
test-takers/ibt/prepare/guides-books/
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the question type of vocabulary test of reading com-241

prehension, some test takers may choose the dis-242

tractor as a result of the context of partial width.243

For example, if the test taker only considers the sen-244

tence “The atmosphere on Mars was thicker”, the245

distractor “crust” may be a possible answer here.246

By this idea, we input the context of various widths247

into the language model. We set widths from 1 to248

49 words and use 3 words as a gap.249

3.3 Generating Answer Keys and Distractors250

In the third stage, we use some rules to select an-251

swer keys and distractors from the replacements252

from section 3.2. Thus, the output of this stage253

are an answer key and 3 distractors for each target254

word. If the number of replacements passing the255

rules meets the setting of multiple choice questions256

(i.e., an answer key and 3 distractors), it will be a257

test item in section 3.4.258

The first rule is following the option level, which259

is another input from users. The replacements260

matching the option level are kept. Next, POS261

of replacements different from that of target words262

are eliminated. The third rule is used to distinguish263

answer keys and distractors. If the replacement264

is in the synonym dictionary9 of its target word,265

then this may be an answer key. Otherwise, if the266

replacement isn’t in the synonym dictionary of its267

target word, this may be a distractor.268

Unfortunately, some replacements, which are269

selected from the third rule and considered as dis-270

tractors, are still reasonable in the given article and271

that will make the possible answer more than one.272

Therefore, we use an pre-trained natural language273

inference model10 to dismiss them. If the score274

of ENTAILMENT of the replacement is higher275

than 0.97, this replacement will be removed. Simi-276

larly, for potential answer key, if the score of EN-277

TAILMENT of this is lower than 0.98, this will be278

knocked out.279

3.4 Generating Test Items280

In the final stage, we process the distractors and281

answer keys found in the former stage and then282

generate last test items.283

The target words with more than 3 distractors284

and more than 1 answer key will be kept. The tense285

9https://www.lexico.com/synonyms, which is
presented by Oxford.

10The model output three scores for ENTAIL-
MENT, NEUTRAL, and CONTRADICTION. Total
of them are 1. See https://huggingface.co/
roberta-large-mnli.

or the singular and plural of options of these tar- 286

get words will be adjusted to match corresponding 287

target words. Afterwards, we randomly array the 288

positions of options. Then, join the target word 289

to the stem (e.g., “The word atmosphere in the 290

passage is closest in meaning to”). Finally, we 291

complete generating test items for a given article 292

with given levels. 293

4 Experiments 294

JEFF was designed to generate questions for given 295

articles. As such, JEFF will be evaluated by com- 296

paring with human-designed test items. 297

We collected the articles from VOA Learning En- 298

glish11. For consistency, we only select the articles 299

which are marked as advanced level and presented 300

in 2021. We got 304 articles in the end. Then, we 301

set target word level as B2, C1, C2, and FL and 302

set option level as A2 to FL to implement on all 303

collected articles. Hence, we had 304 articles with 304

questions and kept 85 articles with more than 3 test 305

items. 306

Next, we randomly reviewed 50 and selected the 307

articles with more than three excellent test items. 308

There were 22 articles selected. 309

On the other hand, we gathered the human- 310

designed questions from The Official Guide to the 311

TOEFL Test. There were 8 articles in Reading 312

and 7 of them with more than 3 test items about 313

vocabulary. Equally, we kept these 7. 314

Finally, we have three kinds of questions. One is 315

machine-generated, another is machine-generated 316

but selected by us and the other is human-designed. 317

We randomly selected 2 articles with 3 randomly- 318

selected test items for each kind and randomly ar- 319

rayed the six articles to make an exam paper. By 320

this way, we made 5 exam papers, in which two 321

kinds of machine-generated test items were unre- 322

peatable. Therefore, there were 30 test items for 323

both machine-generated kinds and 21 test items for 324

human-designed kind. 325

The two kinds of experimental setting simulate 326

the two kinds of applications of JEFF. Directly 327

machine-generated one simulates that learners read 328

arbitrary online materials and want to test them- 329

selves. The kind which is machine-generated and 330

selected by us simulates that teachers use JEFF to 331

accelerate making exam papers. 332

We invited 10 English experts to evaluate these 333

exam papers. One expert randomly reviewed one 334

11https://www.voanews.com/
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exam paper, so each paper was reviewed twice.335

The background of experts are 2 professors, 7 En-336

glish teachers and 1 native speaker. The length of337

teaching years of 9 teachers is 8.5 years on average.338

They were asked to score test items by the instruc-339

tion "Based on the quality of test items, score each340

of them (1-5 points)".341

5 Results342

In this section, we report the results of the experi-343

mental evaluation using the methodology described344

in the previous section. 74 questions are scored by345

10 English experts at least 2 times.346

The average score of human-designed test items347

is 4.06. The test items JEFF directly generated got348

3.74, which is close to the human-designed ones.349

As for those generated by JEFF and selected by350

us, they got 4.11 which is even a little higher than351

human-designed ones.352

Figure 2 shows the frequencies of three kinds353

of questions for each point. As we can see,354

the kind which is machine-generated and se-355

lected by us performs the best on 5 points, and356

the machine-generated kind is comparable to the357

human-designed kind. However, in the low point358

area (i.e., 1 and 2 points), there is only one re-359

view result of human-designed questions, which360

means almost all human-designed questions are361

almost above the level, while there are 9 and 14362

ones for questions which is machine-generated and363

selected by us and machine-generated respectively.364

We think since we are not experts and we didn’t365

totally select the acceptable questions for the kind366

which is machine-generated and selected by us,367

this kind doesn’t perform as good as the human-368

designed kind in low score area.369

Figure 2: Frequency for each point

It is interesting to note that JEFF can almost370

replace humans in the generating question task. If 371

JEFF has a little assistant by human, it is even better 372

than only human-designed questions. 373

6 Future Work and summary 374

Many avenues exist for future research and im- 375

provement of our system. For example, joining a 376

mechanism for filtering out the questions may be 377

marked as 1 or 2 points. Additionally, an interest- 378

ing direction to explore is selecting target words 379

or generating options with more than one word 380

(e.g., moving forward). Yet another direction of 381

research would be to consider the attributes of op- 382

tions. For example, in four choice “A. explorers”, 383

“B. traders”, “C. immigrants” and ”D. ships”, the 384

first three are identities of people and different from 385

the option D. The test takers may easily eliminate 386

this option. 387

In summary, we have introduced a method for 388

automatically generating questions of vocabulary 389

tests on reading comprehension with controllable 390

level that is suitable for using them on user-selected 391

materials for learners and making exam papers with 392

the assistance of teachers for them. The method 393

involves selecting target words by inputted level, 394

paraphrasing the given articles, and generating an- 395

swer keys and distractors. We have implemented 396

and thoroughly evaluated the method as applied to 397

practical tests. In evaluations of three kinds of test 398

source, we have shown that the method is close to 399

the human-designed one and even outperforms that 400

with our help. 401
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